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Canon
imageFORMULA DR-C225W II
Outstanding Workgroup Scanner

2019

The Canon imageFORMULA DR-C225W II, chosen
by Buyers Lab analysts as the winner of the Winter
2019 Pick award for Outstanding Workgroup
Scanner, offers…
• Upright, space saving design means workers don’t
need to sacrifice a lot of desk space to be more
productive
• Superior reliability and image quality, plus smaller
than average file sizes compared to other devices in
its class
• Easy user experience, especially through Canon’s
CaptureOnTouch scan software
• Preconfigured scan profiles enable users to
streamline and standardize frequently recurring
scanning chores

“Scanning should never be the most complicated part of a business process—you
should be able to load your documents, click a few buttons, and go on with your
day,” said Lee Davis, Keypoint Intelligence’s Editor of Scanner/Software Evaluation.
“The Canon imageFORMULA DR-C225W II allows for exactly that: Workers can load
their documents, select their job profile, click scan, and move to the next step in the
workflow.”
The Canon imageFORMULA DR-C225W II leverages Wi-Fi connectivity and an upright
design to help businesses be more productive without having to run a lot of wires or
sacrifice a lot of space. The device was a standout performer during Buyers Lab’s
suite of reliability, ease of use, and image quality tests. The device is highly reliable, as
evidenced by its flawless performance during Buyers Lab’s 7,500-scan reliability test.
During file size testing, the device created some of the smallest multi-page file sizes,
which can be very beneficial for organizations that rely on cloud services that charge
a premium for storage. Image quality testing also showed that the device was able
to recreate truer cyan, magenta, yellow, red, and blue colors than other competitive
devices Buyers Lab has tested.
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About Keypoint Intelligence - Buyers Lab
Keypoint Intelligence is a one-stop shop for the digital imaging industry. With our
unparalleled tools and unmatched depth of knowledge, we cut through the noise of data
to offer clients the unbiased insights and responsive tools they need in those missioncritical moments that define their products and empower their sales.
For over 50 years, Buyers Lab has been the global document imaging industry’s resource
for unbiased and reliable information, test data, and competitive selling tools. What
started out as a consumer-based publication about office equipment has become an allencompassing industry resource. In a landscape that’s ever evolving, we change with it.

About Buyers Lab Pick Awards
Buyers Lab Picks stand alone in the industry and are hard-earned awards, as they are
based on rigorous testing, including an extensive durability assessment and evaluation
of key attributes such as usability, image quality, and value. Each product that passes
our lab test earns Buyers Lab’s Recommended or Highly Recommended seal and our
Certificate of Reliability, with the best performers qualifying as Pick contenders.
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